EHS DIRECTOR’S ROUNDTABLE – FALL 2000 (5th Bi-Annual)

**Agenda Topics**

1) Presentation by Mr. Bob Morris courtesy of Flow Safe re: fume hood testing methods and fume hood specifications/design (30 minutes)

2) EPA Enforcement Initiative Followups & EMS’s
   - UMaryland prep for inspection
   - C2E2 EMS self-assessment checklist
   - Environmental Management Compliance & Performance Conference 2/26-27 and conference call with NACUBO; ACE; APPA; CSHEMA re: possible need for “summit” and meeting with EPA
   - Report on Univ. Hazardous Waste Conference and discussion of EPA Chronology Chart of Penalties at C&U

3) Incidents, inspections and fines – “show and tell”

4) Any new cost saving ideas or innovative programs that have been successfully implemented – any best practices? (Vandy’s $100K cost savings example)

5) EHS Staff recruitment & hiring – any organizational changes or trends worth discussing?
   - CSHEMA benchmarking and 1999 salary survey data

6) Rounders list serve followups and reports on data that has been compiled—UK Note: Also, discuss web site and meeting minutes..

7) Presentation by Tom Gaudreau and Ron Kirsch of PureSafety.com re: C.A.U.S.E Alliance on web based training for students and staff

8) Followup discussion re: web based training options, direction and collaboration

9) NIH and CDC site visits at Vandy (NIH); Univ. of Miami(NIH); UAB (CDC)
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10) IBC developments, structure; reporting and interaction with IRBs

11) Lab registration procedures/forms and lab closeouts – UAB has new registration forms to share

12) Medical surveillance programs – Univ. of Pitt has new program enhancement to share

13) AAALAC & IACUC – any site visit outcomes to share? any new developments?

14) IAQ activities – any worth discussing??

15) New policies – minors in labs (UAB); private business startups on university property (UAB)

16) DOT shipping requirements and training – approaches for implementation

17) FEMA disaster resistant university initiative—Univ. of Miami receiving matching monies